Stop of loss of cognitive performance during rehabilitation after total hip arthroplasty—Prospective controlled study
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Abstract—Prolonged hospitalization is known to be associated with a loss of cognitive performance. Does playing video games (VGs) developed to improve cognitive properties delay this loss or even lead to an increase in cognitive performance? We performed a 10-day longitudinal study of patients who received total hip arthroplasty. We compared 16 patients (6 male) aged 66 ± 9 years (mean ± standard deviation) who played Dr. Kawashima’s Brain Training: How Old Is Your Brain? (Nintendo; Redmond, Washington) on a Nintendo DS handheld console with 16 control patients (6 male) aged 69 ± 14 years. We measured cognitive performance 1 day preoperation, as well as on days 2 and 9 postoperation. With the daily exercise of a specific VG by the play group, the patients’ fluid intelligence (median intelligence quotient 99–106), working memory capacity, and rate of information processing significantly improved over the course of 7 postoperative days. The cognitive performance of the control group did not increase. However, the memory spans of both groups did not systematically change. Exercise with VGs can prevent the loss of cognitive performance during prolonged hospitalization.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1988, Billig et al. presented the results of a longitudinal study of patients hospitalized with hip fracture [1]. In this study, 40 percent of patients developed a loss of cognitive performance. Similar results may be expected of many other patients during prolonged hospitalization following surgical interventions, e.g., total hip arthroplasty (THA).

Recently, a number of available games have claimed to improve, or at least maintain, cognitive performance. In particular, video games (VGs) using a personal computer, game console, or handheld game console can be
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played without a partner and, thus, may be suitable for hospitalized patients.

Such VGs have been described to effectively improve the cognitive performance and surgical skills of young surgeons [2]. Rosser et al. reported that physicians reduced the time of surgical interventions by 27 percent and the rate of mistakes by 37 percent after using specific VGs [2].

We evaluated whether the VG *Dr. Kawashima’s Brain Training: How Old Is Your Brain?* (in-game exercises of their choice) for 30 minutes daily with 16 patients (control group) who did not play the VG. We randomly assigned the patients to either the play group or the control group. All patients agreed to participate in either group before they enrolled in the study. We evaluated all patients before enrollment concerning their social and physical activity statuses. Before the surgical intervention (THA), we evaluated physical activity status by using the Harris Hip Score and the Merle d’Aubigne score. We only included patients with similar physical activity statuses to reduce confounding variables. The two groups did not differ in their social statuses prior to the surgery.

The patients in the play group and control group were 66.1 ± 9.3 and 68.9 ± 13.9 years old (all values mean ± standard deviation [SD] unless otherwise specified), respectively (Table). Since both groups included 6 male and 10 female patients, the groups were comparable with respect to age and sex (Table). None of the patients had any experience with the Nintendo DS or *Dr. Kawashima’s Brain Training: How Old Is Your Brain?* prior to the study.

According to the statistical analysis (Table), the play group had significantly higher preoperative levels of crystallized and fluid intelligence and working memory capacity. However, we found no significant preoperative differences (*p* = 0.31) in the rate of information processing. Therefore, the initial differences in working memory capacity and fluid intelligence can be ascribed to the initial differences in the length of memory span between the groups.

Variables and Course of Investigation

At the time of admission, we recorded the patients’ sex, age, and body mass index, as well as diseases such as osteoarthritis. We labeled the day before surgery as time point of assessment (TA) 1. Multiple Choice Vocabulary Test-B served to determine the initial level of intelligence quotient (IQ) [3]. This test measures the IQ of crystallized intelligence, which reaches its maximum at 20 years of age and changes little during adulthood. Furthermore, crystallized intelligence is, to a large extent, independent of psychogenic disorders. Therefore, during periods of psychogenic disorders it assesses the level of premorbid IQ.

We scheduled TA2 for postoperative day 2. On that day, patients resumed the VG exercises and played daily until discharge, with the time set by each patient (≥35 min). We scheduled TA3 for postoperative day 9 (7 days following TA2).

We measured and documented the following parameters at each TA:

- We used the Kurztest für Allgemeine Intelligenz, a short test for basic parameters of central information processing, to measure the rate of information processing (bits per second) and the length of memory span (seconds or chunks [i.e., units in mind such as letters, digits, or one-syllable words]) [4–5]. This test assesses working memory capacity (bit), which is the product of the two basic parameters of central information processing. In addition, it correlates with the level of fluid intelligence.
- We used the 12-Item Short Form Health Survey to measure health-related quality of life [6].
- We used the Neuroticism-Extroversion-Openness-Five Factor Inventory to measure mental stability and
extraversion (both parameters provide information on the ability to communicate) [7].

- We used Patient-Reported Outcomes Scales to measure whether the patient was mentally excessive or lacking in demands during hospitalization [8].

- We also judged whether the patient was currently in an uncomfortable mood (including pain).

**Nine Different Exercises**

Following TA1, we explained the Nintendo DS and VG and the play group played for the first time. We took nine of the exercises in *Dr. Kawashima’s Brain Training: How Old Is Your Brain?* into consideration, among which one or more had to be accomplished in each session. The time frame for every patient was to play ≥35 min per day.

Exercise examples include—

- Mental calculation: The player must solve 20 arithmetic problems as fast as possible by entering the results on the touch screen of the Nintendo DS.

- Reading: The player must read a sample of a conventional text out loud as fast as possible. The VG measures the time until finished and calculates the number of syllables per second.

- Memory: The player must review a series of numbers displayed for 1 s, then tap their position on the touch screen in the correct increasing order.

- Working memory: The player must count the number of persons leaving or entering a house, then specify the number of persons in the house at the end of the exercise.

- Spoken calculation: The player must speak the results of 50 simple arithmetic problems into the microphone of the Nintendo DS.

**Specific Assumptions**

Nurses ensured that patients in the play group used the VG once or twice between TA1 and TA2 and on each day between TA2 and TA3. Jaeggi et al. proved that the
longer the training for working memory capacity, the higher the gain in fluid intelligence [9]. Therefore, we could expect the most prominent changes between TA2 and TA3, provided that playing VGs influences mental performance.

This allowed us to formulate two hypotheses for the play group:

1. The working memory capacity that consists of both measured basic parameters of information processing (rate of information processing and length of memory span) will increase between TA2 and TA3. If this hypothesis is affirmed, the same change applies to the fluid IQ, which is based on the assignment of the working memory capacity to a Gaussian distribution of mental performance [4–5].

2. The play group will achieve better results in working memory capacity than the control group at TA3.

Statistics

We used nonparametric tests for statistical analysis. We also used parametric arithmetic (mean ± SD) for statistical description. We used nonparametric methods for inference statistical analysis and correlations (Spearman ρ), because they make fewer assumptions about the level of measurement and distribution of data than parametric statistics. For statistical description besides the nonparametric median, we additionally administered the parametric mean ± SD since it is more often used in international publications.

RESULTS

The play group adhered to the VG regimen for a minimum of ≥35 min per day under the supervision of a study nurse. Durations of training varied between 35 and 70 min per day. The average play time was 45 min a day.

Working memory capacity significantly increased from 78.2 to 90.3 bits (p = 0.004) between TA2 and TA3, confirming the first hypothesis (Table). Analogously, fluid intelligence increased significantly from 99 to 106 (p = 0.006) (Figure 1).

Is the increase in the capacity of working memory due to both basic parameters of information processing or to only one? The median of the rate of information processing for the play group increased significantly from 13.5 to 14.9 bit/s during this period (p = 0.03) (Figure 2), whereas the rise in length of memory span (Figure 3), which increased from 5.6 to 6.0 chunks, did not reach the level of significance (p = 0.334). Therefore, the increase in working memory capacity depended more on rate of information processing and less on length of memory span. In comparison, the control group showed only minor improvements; none reached the level of significance (Figures 1–3, Table).

The working memory capacity of the play group was significantly higher than that of the control group at TA3 (p = 0.004), thus confirming the second hypothesis. At TA3, the differences in its components were significant, too (rate of information processing: p = 0.03; length of memory span: p = 0.002). However, we must consider that significant differences were already noticeable at TA2 between the two groups in all variables except for the rate of information processing (Table, Figures 1–3). From TA2 to TA3, the distance between medians of the cognitive variables increased between the control group and the play group, favoring the latter. The comparisons of the differences of changes between both groups did not reach significance; however, working memory capacity (p = 0.19) was followed by the rate of information processing (p = 0.24) and memory span (p = 0.48). Therefore, the main contribution to the change of working memory capacity that confirms the second hypothesis derived from the rate of information processing and not from memory span.

Finally, we have examined whether individuals with different levels of mental efficiency have the same capacity for change. Within the play group, we chose the working
memory capacity because this magnitude is the base to determine IQ. To control different levels, we correlated the working memory capacity at TA2 ([TA3 – TA2] and [TA3 – TA1], $\rho = 0.24$ [$p = 0.38$]) with the differences compared with TA1 ($\rho = 0.22$ [$p = 0.43$]). According to these results, the patients with different mental efficiency had the same capacity for change.

### DISCUSSION

During the course of the 7 postoperation days that the play group played daily, fluid IQ increased significantly from 99 to 106 (medians). The same was true for working memory capacity, as well as for rate of information processing. In contrast, the mental performance of the control group did not improve significantly during this period. Memory span did not change systematically in either group. At TA3, the play group was significantly superior to the control group in all cognitive tests. However, with the exception of rate of information processing, this superiority was already apparent at TA2 and even at TA1.

In Figures 1 and 2, the medians of the play group decreased more after surgery than that of the control group. This may be explained by the different distributions of the scores; in the medium range, the control group approached a normal distribution, whereas the values of the play group were scattered more individually. A slight change in the median thus causes a larger change in the values.

After controlling for the initial differences in cognitive performance of both groups, it is apparent that Dr. Kawashima’s Brain Training: How Old Is Your Brain? increased the rate of information processing but not the length of memory span. These two basic parameters of information processing determined the two other parameters investigated (working memory capacity and level of fluid intelligence). Thus, the two latter parameters also increased in correlation with the rate of information processing.

The advantage of an increase in the rate of information processing is that it increases fluid intelligence. Rueda et al. proved this by employing tests that postulated two distinct dimensions for the determination of the rate of information processing, namely complex and precise mental activity [10]. As shown in a number of studies, the mental parameters investigated correspond with success at school, work (including a correspondingly high income), and everyday life [10–13]. A further advantage of increased rate of information processing is that it accelerates and improves many processes of everyday life: faster reading, better comprehension of quickly spoken sentences, more rapid reactions in road traffic, etc. [14]. Therefore, patients who use VGs during prolonged hospitalization can reap subsequent benefits in their everyday life.
Why did the length of memory span only negligibly respond to the use of specific VGs? Does Dr. Kawashima’s Brain Training: How Old Is Your Brain? not train this parameter, or do the exercises have no effect? The basic parameter for memory span is not adequately exercised until the player trains with this VG continuously for prolonged sessions at advanced levels. We gave most of the patients sessions to increase the length of memory span no sooner than 3 or 4 days postoperation. The VG always started with exercises for improving the rate of information processing. Patients played the exercises for improving the memory span more rarely. This could explain the lack of effect on memory span within the relatively short period of only 7 days of training. Nevertheless, the statistical differences concerning the length of memory span between the play and control groups became more apparent between TA2 and TA3 (Table). Scanlon et al. and Klingberg et al. have empirically shown that the length of memory span and related parameters, such as working memory capacity and fluid intelligence, can be increased by exercises similar to those included in Dr. Kawashima’s Brain Training: How Old Is Your Brain? [15–16].

When analyzing the differences in the effects of VGs on mental performance between the play and control groups at TA3, one should also consider that the evaluations at each TA took about 1 hour, which was longer than some of the VG sessions, and may therefore have their own training effects. For this reason, it can be assumed that the persons in the control group were more mentally activated than patients who were not involved in such studies. Thus, the differences we identified between the play and control groups may even be underestimated compared with unbiased conditions.

Can these results be generalized to different age groups and different levels of intelligence? Are the findings valid for both sexes and to the same extent? Within the play group, we correlated the differences in the basic parameters and the fluid IQ between TA2 and TA3 with age, sex, and basic levels of the premorbid and fluid intelligence. This allowed us to detect any association between the initial values of the parameters and changes during training. Sex and the basic level of premorbid intelligence were not associated with changes in cognitive performance. Therefore, these variables seem to be irrelevant for the training effects. However, there was a significant correlation with age. According to Spearman rank correlation, age correlated with the difference in length of memory span \((\rho = -0.69 \ [p = 0.005, 2\text{-sided}])\) and with changes in fluid IQ \((\rho = -0.56 \ [p = 0.03, 2\text{-sided}])\). The correlations can be explained as follows: the older the patient, the less pronounced the increase in memory span and fluid IQ. The change in the rate of information processing, however, was not influenced by age.

Patients who achieved a high fluid IQ at TA2, thus demonstrating their high mental fitness, had a less pronounced increase in the rate of information processing than patients with a lower level of mental performance \((\rho = -0.53)\). Though this difference almost reached the level of significance \((p = 0.05, 2\text{-sided})\), we found no correlation with changes in memory span and fluid IQ.

The crystallized intelligence of the play group (median IQ 118) was significantly higher than that of the control group (median IQ 107) (Table). In agreement with these findings, Fischhof et al. reported that seniors with above-average IQ are able to play such VGs independently, whereas those with a lower mental performance had to be instructed and continually guided [17]. Overall, crystallized intelligence of our participants was generally relatively high. The IQ of our study participants distinctly exceeded the IQ levels of the general population, whose average IQ is 100.

The apparent difference in IQ between the play and control groups may be linked to age. As younger age groups are more familiar with VGs, their scores may benefit from a degree of openness and associated intelligence that may be required for a VG such as Dr. Kawashima’s Brain Training: How Old Is Your Brain? [8].

The fact that the current cognitive performance decreased far below the level the patients had achieved at about the age of 20, which is indicated by the results in crystallized intelligence, suggests a lack of open-mindedness for new tasks. However, the level of fluid intelligence in the play group was preoperatively determined to be 104.5, while crystallized intelligence was 118 (median: compared to the normal values of persons 18–25 years old). In the control group, the fluid intelligence was 90 and the crystallized intelligence was 107. Such a prominent decrease in the IQ of 68-year-old persons compared with 20-year-old persons suggests an unfavorable way of life as far as mental performance is concerned.

Informing senior patients, in particular, of the results of this study, could motivate them to exercise with mentally activating VGs, thus improving their mental performance. This would provide benefits not only during hospitalization, including communication skills during that
period, but also during subsequent reintegration into everyday life.

This study evaluated the value of VGs for the preservation of cognitive function in patients during prolonged hospitalization. This pilot study was not intended to evaluate the use of VGs in a large number of patients. The small number of patients must be considered a limitation of this study.

Nevertheless, playing VGs led to significant increases in central cognitive variables. With reference to the small samples, this indicates a relevant effect. On the other hand, some cognitive changes failed to reach statistical significance and the two samples could not be matched ideally in their cognitive level. However, according to theoretical connections between the administered variables here (rate of information processing, working memory capacity, and fluid intelligence) and compared with published research on partially overlapping aspects (rate of information processing [2,10], working memory capacity [9,16], and fluid intelligence [9,14–15]), it seems that VGs can be beneficially applied to postsurgical rehabilitation. Before a practical expansion, the results of this study should be corroborated in larger populations.

CONCLUSIONS

Playing VGs developed for mental activation, such as Dr. Kawashima’s Brain Training: How Old Is Your Brain?, may counteract the cognitive decay associated with prolonged hospitalization.

Exercises may be offered even to aged but mentally active patients previously unfamiliar with such VGs. They would benefit by retaining or even improving their mental fitness during hospitalization, and afterwards the exercises would enable them to cope more easily with the difficulties of everyday life.

Patients who are less mentally active need extra motivation, which could be provided by the feedback of the achieved profits. Persons with an already active mind and high mental performance, which correlates with crystallized IQ, will be able to use VGs by themselves after initial motivation. Other patients might need more individual support until they are unable to turn down assistance [17]. The increase in mental performance may allow some patients to become more independent and confident with the exercises. Further studies will determine whether these expectations can be fulfilled.
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